1. **Recognise and write both my names**

This one should be easy! Write your first name and your surname correctly, unaided, in front of a teacher.

2. **Put on and take off your own PE kit**

To take your uniform off unaided, put your PE kit on the right way round and trainers on the right feet! Then to take it off and fold it neatly and put into your bag.

3. **Play and jump in puddles**

This is a fun one! Make sure your wear suitable footwear like wellies. How high can you make the water splash? Take a photo as evidence to show the teacher.

4. **Know the sounds of every letter of the alphabet**

Make sure you know the sounds not the names and to be able to say any letter sound at random

5. **Play pooh sticks**

With a grown-up, find a suitable bridge to start. Choose two sticks of similar size and length, drop them from one side of the bridge then run to the other side to see which stick wins. Take a photo for evidence to show your teacher.

6. **Use a knife and fork properly**

You should hold your knife and fork in the correct hand and to be able to cut your food into the right size to eat. When you have finished, put them together on your plate. Ask a Midday assistant to watch you when you think you can do it.

7. **Catch a snowflake on your tongue**

Wait until it snows! You could ask your class teacher to take you outside for this one or if you do it at home take a photo to show your teacher.

8. **Play hide and seek**

You need to find a friend or friends for this one. Ask an adult to watch you play this game. You can tell us all about it in class.

9. **Count forwards and backwards to 20**

You need to count fluently starting from 0 up to 20 then backwards, again fluently down to 0. Amaze your teacher with your number skills.

10. **Sing a favourite nursery rhyme**

Choose a nursery rhyme you know well. You need to be able to sing it using the correct words and in tune so another person can recognise it. This can be performed in front of a teacher or you can record yourself at home.

11. **Know the names of every letter of the alphabet**

Make sure you know the ‘names’ of the letters and not the sounds. You need to be able to say any letter name at random to your class teacher. If you can, they’ll give you a stamp!

12. **Ride a donkey**

When on holiday or on a day trip ask a grown up to take a photo of you riding a donkey. Then, write a list of at least 5 words to describe the Donkey!

13. **Build a sandcastle**

You don’t need the seaside for this one! There are facilities in school to complete this one. Please see any KS1 adult for help. If you go to the beach, the best sandcastles have a moat and flags. Take a picture and bring it into school!
14. Know my birthday or home address
You will need to know the date and month of your birthday and point to it on a calendar. Then, write your address on an envelope, post it and see if it turns up at your house! If it does, bring in the envelope and get a stamp.

15. Write a shopping list
Look what your family is having for tea this week and write a shopping list of the foods you need to buy. Take it to the supermarket. You are in charge!

16. Button your own shirt
This can be done before PE lessons. Ask a teacher to watch you buttoning your shirt correctly. It needs to take less than 30 seconds

17. Tell a favourite traditional tale
Choose a favourite story. Practise re-telling your story, remembering all the characters, ensuring all the events are in the correct order. Then, tell a teacher.

18. Go to the shop and buy something
Choose an item that costs between 21p and 39p. Take it to the shop assistant and give them a 50p coin. Work out how much change you are expecting back and count it to make sure you get the right amount. An adult who is with you at the time can tell your teacher you did it!

19. Know number bonds to 20
Make a list of all the sums that add up to 20 and get ready to remember them in front of your teacher! You’ll get a stamp if you succeed!

20. Go on a picnic
Go out with an adult with a packed lunch. Spend some time in the great outdoors. When you have finished your picnic, tidy up the area and make sure you take your litter home. A photo of you with a smile on your face and a sandwich in your hand will get you a stamp!

21. Perform to an audience
Take a speaking role in a school play, or other event. Speak loudly and clearly, remembering everything you have to do. Your teacher will give you a stamp if you manage this.

22. Build a den
It can look however you wish, but it must be outside! Use any materials you wish, as long as you have asked permission. The best dens use old branches! Take a photo of yourself and one other guest.

23. Skip with a skipping rope
With lots of practice, you will be able to show a Midday or teacher three different ways of skipping. Ask an adult to help you decide which ways to do it, and practise!

24. Take part in a charity event
In school, when we run charity events, to get a stamp, you will need to take part and return any sponsorship money in order to get a stamp. Simple!

26. Make a round of sandwiches
Pick a filling for your sandwich, With an adult, make it. Then, draw and label a diagram of your sandwich and bring in a photo of you eating it.
27. Grow a sunflower

Plant a sunflower in the garden. Once a week, with an adult, measure how tall it is. Write this down on a sheet. Your sunflower must grow more than 1.5m to qualify. A photo would be great!

28. Pick some fresh fruit

With an adult, pick some apples, pears, strawberries or blackberries whilst on a walk. Make sure you wash them before you eat them. Write some words to describe the taste.

29. Cross the road safely

Work in school with the County Council training team on the green cross code and prove you can cross a road safely. When you get your certificate, you can have your stamp!

30. Build a snowman

Pick a snowy day to build a huge snowman. It needs to be at least as tall as you and MUST have a face and some arms. Take a photo of you shaking the snowman’s hand!

31. Go on a 1 mile walk

Plan a hike using a map or route planner. With an adult, complete the walk in under 1 hour. Bring in a copy of the route with a start and finish time marked on.

32. Write a thank you letter

Write a thank you letter to someone after your birthday, or when something good has happened. Make sure you write your address on the top and sign your name at the bottom.

33. Whistle a tune

Pick a tune and practice whistling it. Once you are ready, go to a teacher. If they recognise the tune without you telling them, you can have a stamp.

34. Tie your own shoe laces

It’s simple! With a bit of practice, you will be able to show a teacher when you can do it. It needs to take less than 1 minute to tie BOTH shoe laces.

35. Make and fly a paper aeroplane

Design your own paper aeroplane. It can look however you want it to. The only thing you have to do, is make sure it flies more than 10 meters!

36. Make a fruit salad

With an adult, carefully peel, slice and chop 5 different types of fruit and place into a bowl. Once you have done it, write down the ingredients and some simple instructions on how to make a fruit salad.

37. Carry the shopping

Carefully push a trolley around the supermarket and carry at least 2 bags of shopping out of the supermarket. Get an adult to tell your teacher when you have done it!

38. Bake a cake or buns

With an adult, make either a small cake of your choice, or 12 buns. Do all the weighing yourself. Take a picture of you mixing the ingredients.

39. Look after an animal for a week

You will need to be in charge of feeding, cleaning and exercising the animal. Write a short diary for each day to say what you did.
40. Learn and perform a magic trick
Just as it says! Make it impressive and take it to a teacher to see if they are amazed! If they are, you get a stamp.

41. Try some Marmite!
Have a go! Write an adjective cloud to describe the taste. (See Mrs Larkin for details)

42. Know 10 European Capital Cities
Once you’ve learnt their names (and how to spell them!), you need to locate each city on a map and be ready to point them out to a teacher.

43. Write a book review
Once you have read your most recent book, write a review about what you thought! Include details of the Author, Illustrator, blurb, your favourite bits and a mark out of 10 for the book.

44. Take a photo and make a frame for it
Take a photo about a certain subject and then design and make a frame to match the style. Bring the finished article in to show a teacher.

45. Write and recite a prayer in assembly
It’s just as described! – Just make sure you speak clearly, slowly and confidently

46. Hoover around the house
You need to hoover every single room in the house! Get an adult to check that you have done a good job. If you have, get them to tell a teacher!

47. Learn a playground game and share it
You need to involve at least 6 people in your game. You need to be the organiser and show a midday supervisor when you are ready.

48. Write a film review
It’s pretty much exactly the same idea as the book review in task number 43.

49. Carry my own things to school for a whole week
This will include any of your items such as book bag, lunch box, PE etc. Ask an adult to come and tell us when you have done this.

50. Be ‘Class blogger of the week’
Be the best blogger in your class during the week and when you get the certificate, collect a stamp too.

51. Make your own bed from scratch
Learn how to put on a bed sheet, duvet cover and pillow case. Tuck in the mattress so it looks really smart. Take a picture!

52. Recite the books of the bible
Either sing or say the books of the bible in the correct order. Look in the front of a bible to find the list of Old and New Testament books. When you are ready, perform to Mrs Bacon.

53. Fly a kite
With an adult, pick a windy day to fly your kite. Write a set of instructions about how to unpack, fly and pack away your kite.
54. Make and wrap a present
When it gets close to a family birthday, or Christmas, think of a small gift you could make as a present. Place it in a box and wrap it neatly. Speak to your teacher about how best to do this.

55. Make and toss a pancake
Write a recipe for pancake batter. Make sure you use time connectives, Use the recipe to make a pancake with an adult. Carefully toss the pancake with their help. If you can get a photo, that’s great!

56. Enter a competition
Enter the Talent Show, writing competition, or something similar in or out of school.

57. Use 6 different modes of transport
Draw a picture of each mode of transport you use. For each, bring a ticket or photo as evidence. Think about it – car, train, bus, plane, tram, animal, rickshaw, cable car etc……..

58. Go camping overnight in a tent
With an adult, plan and complete a camping trip. Make a list of all the things you will need and draw on a map where you went.

59. Write a report from an event
In the style of a newspaper, write an interesting report about an event you went to. Make sure you include the key features of a newspaper article. See Mrs Larkin if you are unsure……..

60. Swim 25m without support
Bring in a certificate or badge once you have done this. If you do it at school swimming lessons, just ask for a stamp from your teacher.

61. Be a reading buddy for a younger child
Pick a buddy (someone younger than yourself) and listen to them read 10 times. Each time, write a little note in their reading record to say how they did. When you’ve done that, take the reading record to your buddy’s teacher and they will give you a stamp.

62. Visit a historical place
Visit a castle, museum or other historical place and write an interesting fact file about what you found out.

63. Tell 5 funny jokes
Think of 5 funny jokes that Mr Abbott might not have heard before, Practice telling them to other people. If you can make Mr Abbott laugh, you get the stamp!

64. Hold an exotic animal
Visit a zoo or wildlife park and hold an exotic animal. If you dare, try a snake or a scary insect! You’ll need a picture, and we want to see the look on your face!

65. Go on a walk over 3 miles
Plan a hike using a map or route planner. With an adult, complete the walk in under 2 hours. Bring in a copy of the route with a start and finish time marked on.

66. Have 98% attendance over a year
When you get your certificate, ask Mrs Daly for a stamp!
67. Know 10 non-European Capital Cities

Once you’ve learnt their names (and how to spell them!), you need to locate each city on a map and be ready to point them out to a teacher.

68. Send an email

Under the supervision of an adult, set up an email account in your own name. Then, send Mr Abbott an email (head@prioryce.notts.sch.uk). In the subject field, write ‘Number 68’ and then write a note asking politely for a stamp.

69. Learn to skim a stone on the water

Find out how to skim a stone on water and practice until you can make AT LEAST 4 bounces. You need to get this on a video and show it to a teacher.

70. Present to parents outside of normal school time

Represent the school in music, drama, sport or other agreed events outside normal school time. This means giving up your own time to practice and take part in the event. Your teacher will give you a stamp when they see you take part.

71. Write a letter of complaint

Write a formal letter to the local council or our own school council about something you are not happy about. Make sure you include the key features of this genre (see Mrs Larkin for details). Hand in a signed, printed copy to your teacher.

72. Be a play leader or negotiator

Once you have trained and been presented with your badge, ask for a stamp.

73. Tie 3 different types of knots

Find out about different knots and their uses. Pick three and practice tying them. When you are ready, demonstrate how to tie them and what they are used for to a member of staff (but don’t tie them up!)

74. Compose a piece of music using ‘Garage Band’

Learn how to use the Garage Band App. Once familiar, compose a piece of music and write a brief explanation about the music you have written. Include musical vocabulary such as ‘dynamics’, ‘timbre’ and ‘style’.

75. Research and produce an internet safety poster

Learn about the dangers of the internet and how to stay safe online. Put the main ideas onto a poster. Make sure it is simple, colourful and full of good advice.

76. Win star of the week

Once you are star of the week, get your teacher to stamp your passport.

77. Go for a night walk

Pick a dark night to go out with an adult into the woods or countryside. Make a list of the sounds you hear and anything interesting you can see with your torch. Write a report about it. A photo would be great too!

78. Wash a car

Volunteer to wash the car of an adult in your family, or someone who is a friend. Make sure you use plenty of soapy water, rinse it well and dry it properly at the end. It needs to sparkle. Write some instructions on how to wash a car and attach a photo of you doing it.

79. Be a family Service monitor

If you have school dinners, you can volunteer to serve them when you are in Y4 to Y6. You will need to do this for a whole term.
80. Go star gazing
Pick a dark, clear night and head outside with an adult. With your binoculars or a telescope, try and locate some of the constellations and brightest stars. Take a picture of you doing this and write an encyclopaedia entry for a star you found out about.

81. Grow a tomato plant
Plant a tomato seedling in compost. Feed and water it regularly. Every week, measure the height and record it in a table. Take a picture of yourself picking a ripe tomato and bring all three things to school.

82. Take an active part in a debate
Join the debating society club in the Summer Term. You will need to plan and ask your questions well in a debate about a local issue.

83. Train to be a 1st Aider
Work with Mrs Dorrington to become a qualified 1st Aider. Your certificate will be proof you did it!

84. Recall all times tables up to 12 x 12
Beat a teacher in a game of ‘Times Table Quick Draw’. It is first to five answers so you need to be good! If you don’t know this game, ask your teacher to explain.

85. Tell a story to a group of younger children
Practice reading fluently and with expression, ready for your audience. Easy? Not quite! You need to write and illustrate a suitable short story first! When you are ready, tell your teacher and they will arrange a time for you to read to the younger children.

86. Have 99% attendance for the whole school year
If you receive a 99% attendance certificate at the end of the year, show it to your teacher and they will stamp your passport!

87. Play a musical instrument to Grade One standard
Practice and perform 2 pieces of music from the ABRSM Grade 2 (or equivalent) syllabus in assembly.

88. Design and make an accessory for the home.
It could be a cushion, a photo frame or something similar, but you must make it yourself, at home!

89. Make a short film about the school
Work with Mr Cawkill to produce your own short film about the school. It will need a voice-over and music too.

90. Count to 20 in 3 different languages
It’s simple. Learn the words, and then come and recite them to a member of staff. They may even ask you some random ones so you really need to know them well!

91. Plan and deliver a charity event
Pick a day, a theme and a venue and raise money for charity. It has to be away from school, and might include a cake stall, 2nd hand stall or coffee morning for example. You will need photos to show what you did on the day.

92. Do 10 hours of voluntary work
Volunteer your time to help someone. Make sure that an adult is with you all the time. Once you have done this for at least 10 hours, you will need a recipient of your volunteer work to write a short letter to say what you got up to. You cannot volunteer for your parents!

93. Research and present on a world faith
Find out about the main aspects of a world faith, create a PowerPoint presentation and show it to your class.
94. **Take an assembly**

Pick a date to deliver your assembly. Find out the theme and plan an assembly for the day, including a bible story, prayer and music.

95. **Cook a meal for your family**

With the help of an adult, plan, prepare and serve a family meal. Take care with hot dishes and sharp knives. Ask your family to give a score out of 10 each, and a comment about the meal!

96. **Play a musical instrument to Grade 2 standard**

Practice and perform 2 pieces of music from the ABRSM Grade 2 (or equivalent) syllabus in assembly.

97. **Represent the school at ‘Junior Church’ for a year**

Help out on a monthly rota at Priory Church with tasks like reading, handing out books, helping with the collection and presenting the communion bread and wine. Get Fr. Spicer to tell Mr Abbott when you have completed this.

98. **Become a School or House Captain**

If you receive one of these awards, take your passport to be stamped!

99. **Win ‘Star of the Year’ in your class**

If you are the winner of this award at any time at Priory, take your passport to be stamped!

100. **Achieve 100% attendance at school for a whole year**

Be at school for every single day of the academic year, and a stamp is yours!